The Heavy-Duty Green Traction Product you Need for our Rough Canadian Winters

**PREVENT SLIPS & FALLS**
- Provides high-traction instead of melting
- Turns dark green for a visual safety zone
- Works down to -50°C, unlike ice melters
- Extra traction helps reduce liability risks

**AVOID COSTLY REPAIRS TO YOUR PROPERTY**
- Non-corrosive to concrete, stone, metal, brick & wood
- Completely safe for all vegetation, landscaping & lawns
- **Save money:** This bag covers up to 77 parking spaces, 9x more than salt

**SAFEST PRODUCT AVAILABLE**
- Non-Toxic natural volcanic mineral
- Free of chlorides & dyes – no added chemicals
- Ideal for use near children, wildlife & aquatic life
- Perfect for any eco-sensitive areas

**ECOTRACTION PRO VS. REGULAR ECOTRACTION**
Larger heavy-duty granules take longer to breakdown
- Ideal for high foot traffic areas and side roads
- Tracks even less inside buildings
- Increased traction during freeze/thaw cycles
- Perfect grit size for industrial spreading equipment

Recognized solution for LEED buildings

**Stay Safe In Freezing Rain**

**ET20X**

**Application:** Spread on hard ice & snow; after plowing/shoveling; before or after freezing rain

44 bags per pallet

As Seen on Dragons' Den  www.ecotraction.com  1-888-293-3406